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Brando Sinclair

Brando Sinclair is a NPC controlled by GM Kai who appears in the YSS Genesis plot.

Brando Sinclair

Species: Yamataian (NH-22)
Gender: Male

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Power Armor pilot

Rank: Nito Hei
Current Placement: YSS Genesis

Character Description

Brando Sinclair is probably one of the prettiest men you will ever see. If it were not for a distinct lack of
breasts and his toned physique, he could be mistaken for a female. His hair is light blonde and slightly
longer than normal, and his eyes are a steely bluish-grey. People could swear he sparkles (he has been
known, on occasion, to wear glitter for the hell of it, but reserves this for special times) and he usually
sports a boyish grin. His personality is quite different however- He is a hardcore adrenaline junkie, always
looking for something new and exciting to do.
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History and Relationship Notes

Brando Sinclair has pretty much always been the same. Since a young age, he always enjoyed extreme
adventuring, and the many photographs he carries in digital storage show pictures of him doing the most
action-y sports on the most exotic worlds he could find. After the wars with the Mishhu started, he
decided that the most adrenaline pumping thing he could do was pilot a Powered armor into combat, and
so he enlisted posthaste, as soon as he met the age limit.

Skill Areas

Communications: Nepleslian, Yamataian
Power Armor: skilled
Survival/outdoors: high
Fitness: High
Resilience: higher than you;d expect given his looks
First Aid: rather good
Fashion: Up to date.

Inventory

Items go here

Character Data
Character Name Brando Sinclair
Character Owner Kai
Character Status Adoptable Player Character
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